
It's All in Your Mind, Man

It's all in your mind, man. There is nothing that you can perceive that is not created out of mental
imagination. This is the obvious conclusion of the holographic principle of quantum gravity,
which tells us the mind is really nothing more than a holographic screen that projects the
animated images of mental imagination to your own point of view as the observer of the images.

Physicists constantly assume there is an objective physical reality out there that is independent of
the observations of an observer, but that's a false assumption. Observable reality is always
created in a subject-object relation. The subject is the observer, the objects are whatever the
observer observes, and the relation between them is observation. If the observer doesn't observe
its own observable reality, that observable reality disappears from existence from the observer's
own point of view. There's nothing mysterious about what's going on here. It happens each night
when you fall into a deep sleep. If you don't observe your own observable reality, it disappears
from existence from your own point of view. The big question is: Who is the observer?

This subject-object relation implies the observer is not a part of the observable reality it observes.
The observer is only the perceiving consciousness that arises at a point of view. The observer is
nothing more than a point of perceiving consciousness. The holographic principle of quantum
gravity tells us that the observer's observable reality is defined by the qubits of information
encoded on a holographic screen and by the energy inherent in the observer's accelerated
reference frame. The observer's holographic screen can always be understood as an event horizon
that arises in the observer's accelerated frame of reference. The whole thing has to begin with the
observer and its accelerated reference frame, but the observer is only the consciousness present
at an accelerated point of view that arises in relation to its own holographic screen, which defines
its observable reality at the level of encoding qubits of information for that observable reality.
That holographic screen can only arise as an event horizon due to the observer's acceleration,
which also gives rise to the energy that energizes its observable reality. When the observer no
longer observes its own observable reality, which happens when that acceleration comes to an
end in what physicists call a freely falling frame of reference, the observer no longer has a
holographic screen and its observable reality disappears from existence from its own point of
view. If the observer's observable reality is all in its mind, then what is the mind? The mind is a
holographic screen that projects the animated images of mental imagination to the observer.

Everything that you perceive as the observer of your own observable reality is all in your mind,
and is no more real than mental imagination. The images of mental imagination are projected
from a holographic screen, which is your mind, to your own point of view as the observer of the
images. The images of mental imagination are animated in the flow of energy, which is your own
energy and the energy of your emotions. Only the expression of that energy of motion can create
a holographic screen in the sense of an event horizon that arises due to the observer's accelerated
motion and that limits its observations. The projected and animated images are all reducible to
qubits of information encoded on the holographic screen, which is what makes them unreal, just



like the images of a virtual reality. The holographic projection and animation of the images is
dependent on the observer's focus of attention on them, which can be understood as the light of
consciousness that illuminates them. Just as it is your own energy that is animating the images,
which is the energy of your motion as a point of consciousness, and your own focused attention
that is projecting the images, which is your own light of consciousness that is illuminating the
images, it is your own consciousness, present at a point of view as the observer, that is
perceiving the images. Those images do not really exist except in the sense of holographic
projection and animation. Only the consciousness of the observer is real and has its own being.

The unreal has no being; the real never ceases to be.
Bhagavad Gita

Questions and Answers

Question: If everything I can perceive only consists of mental imagination and it's all in my
mind, then why can't I control it?

Everything you can perceive is mental imagination and it's all in your mind, but it's not under
your control. What you perceive is like a computer-generated virtual reality, and you're not in
control of the computer. Can you control what happens in a dream? When you dream at night, all
sensory inputs from your body's environment are disconnected from your body and your dream
consists of nothing more than mental imagination. Can you control what appears to happen in the
dream? When you wake up, you're again connected to sensory inputs from the entire observable
world. In effect, the holographic screen that defines your mind has expanded in size to include
sensory inputs from the entire observable world. The normal flow of energy through the
observable world has a will of its own, so to speak, and is not under your control.

Question: Why can't I see this focal point of illuminating and perceiving consciousness if that is
what I really am?

You can't discover the truth of what you are when you look out at the world because that's the
world of mental imagination that you're illuminating and perceiving. That's the world of your
mind. To discover the truth of what you are, you have to look within. You have to look into the
source of the illuminating and perceiving consciousness. The reason you don't see the truth when
you look within is because of delusion. When you look within and try to examine what you
really are, your field of view is totally filled by all the false beliefs you believe about yourself,
which are called self-concepts. Those self-concepts are delusional, but that is all you can see
when you look within. You can see nothing else because the self-concepts obscure your field of
view. You have to destroy all these delusional self-concepts before you can discover the truth of
what you really are when you look within. That's the only way you can look into the source of
the illuminating and perceiving consciousness, which is where you have to look if you want to
discover the truth of what you really are. You have to destroy delusion before you can look there.


